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Summary:
Over time, even the most sophisticated, memory packed computer can begin to run slow if we don

To keep this from happening, you need to understand the reasons why your PC is getting slow...
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Article Body:
Over time, even the most sophisticated, memory packed computer can begin to run slow if we don
To keep this from happening, you need to understand the reasons why your PC is getting slower
Before we discuss all of the things that could be affecting your PC´s performance, let´s talk

In addition to being excruciatingly slow when it comes to opening programs or finishing tasks,
There are many reasons why your PC is getting slower and not performing quite the way it used

When you download and use programs on your PC, sometimes they are set up to start running as s

To see if you have any programs running in the background, press Ctrl + Alt + Delete at the sa

A list of all of the currently running programs will appear in a pop up window. You can choose
Memory is a computer component that allows it to do all of the various tasks that you require

Your hard drive is like a huge filing cabinet containing all of the files that you need for yo

These holes make it harder for your computer to work because it continuously has to search for

Just as your PC´s hard drive could be filed improperly, it can also be too full to work at its

Maintaining your PC´s performance is vital if you want you computer to always complete tasks a
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